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The Members’ Assembly
of  the Student Association at the Stockholm School of  Economics

Motion on creation of Sustainability Committee
at SASSE

Background
Sustainability and sustainable transformation is a topic that all organizations across the globe are facing within a time
of  increasing global complexity, and the Student Association at Stockholm School of  Economics is no exception.
Sustainability is no longer a topic in isolation, but a topic woven through all other strategic and many operational
discussions, having resulted in the fast growth and mandate progression of  the SASSE Sustainability Group.

While dealing with an increased level of  assigned operational and strategic responsibility in collaborating with many
other projects and committees, a major burden of  guaranteeing the success of  said initiatives is for SSG not to have
the ability to influence decision making of  the organization. Not only does this create a lack of  authority to fulfill
SSG’s duties, but it slows down the entire process surrounding sustainability (-related) projects within SASSE. By
virtue of  the relevance of  the topic in question, this is a major caveat to the success and ability of  SASSE to develop
and future-proof  the organization.

Besides this point, it is also a prerequisite for the execution of  these responsibilities, in particular for the sustainability
accounting, that the group gets a power to require the operational cooperation and insight into the work of  all
committees and their projects, in a fully transparent way, which is not currently possible as an ordinary project.

The question of  creating a sustainability committee has been discussed since the very creation of  the Sustainability
Group itself  and has been raised by all previous project leaders with no progress "Wait one year" is an easy way to
back out of  hard discussions, but in the words of  Martin Luther King: “Lightning makes no sound until it strikes”.
That is why I saw no other option but to call for a Members’ Assembly in order to create a Sustainability Committee
at SASSE this year.

Purpose
In order to meet new operational responsibilities, to enable implementation of  sustainability accounting, facilitate
more effective external representation and enbody sustainability in SASSE operations,

Kiryl Shantyka hereby proposes:

That: The Members Assembly grants SSG permission to become a Sustainability Committee within SASSE by
approving the changes proposed in appendix 4-5, and elect their first president at the Fall Election 2021, thereby
establishing sustainability as a core value within SASSE.
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Appendixes

Appendix 1. Why SSG should become a committee in details

“Why can’t we wait?”
The question of  creating a sustainable committee has been around since the very beginning of  the
Sustainability Group itself. Already Vasu Gandhi, SSG’s first project leader, raised this question with the
SASSE Board with no success in discussion. Cindy Wang, the next project leader of  SSG, continued efforts
on creating a sustainability committee at SASSE with no progress again due to lack of  interest from the
SASSE Board or The Council’s side. Stepping up as the next project leader of  Sustainability Group, I, Kiryl
Shantyka, already in May discussed this question with both SASSE Board Members and members of  the
Board of  Directors in order to create progress and prepare the motion for SASSE Council. Unfortunately,
due to a great variety of  reasons, realisation of  this idea this year without any further delay through SASSE
Board and The Council was impossible and the only legal way to create a Sustainability Committee was
calling for a Members’ Assembly.

Additionally, since its start, SSG every year has sent a list of  recommendations to SASSE about improving
its operations making them more sustainable. None of  these recommendations has been implemented so
far. This implies that the original form of  letting SSG act as a supervising entity didn’t work out during the
past three years and it’s time to give this project the executive power to drive the change as an active actor in
SASSE’s operations. For SSG to be able to enforce the sustainable development of  SASSE as an
organization, it is also crucial that SSG can be an active part of  decision making.

Scale and Representation
Since sustainability has a wide range of  perspectives to be covered, SSG grew last year into many different
daughter projects (Appendix 3). Right now, SSG is responsible for arranging many varied week themes and
also projects that are ongoing during the whole year. The success of  SSG’s daughter projects has also been
big since they grew to be well recognised projects in the association. Additionally, SSG is externally funded,
which gives us the resources to support its daughter projects.

Though SSG creates many entertaining and inspiring events for SASSE members over the years, it also has
a more important purpose overall which overarches SASSE. SSG’s sustainable education and
research/recommendations to the overall running of  SSE and SASSE is a major part of  the time spent in
operating SSG. Furthermore, SSG represents SASSE to SSE and is actively involved in Sustainable SSE
(SSSE) and the Board of  Mistra Centre for Sustainable Markets (MISUM) where SSG has authority and
power to affect decisions taken, while not in SASSE. SSG also collaborates with other groups working with
sustainability questions like Norrsken Foundation, SSCA, Global Health Night Initiative at KI and CEMS
Club. Additionally, SSG collaborates with a great number of  companies and non-governmental
organisations working in sustainability (See the full list in Appendix 6). This means SSG’s operations and
activities do not just provide for SASSE members, but further represent both SSG and SASSE in the
sphere of  sustainability, a major operational aspect.

Purpose. Operational Responsibilities. Sustainability Accounting

In May the SASSE Board approved SSG intention to take on new responsibilities where, inter alia, SSG got
an honour to develop the sustainability accounting framework for SASSE with exact measurements,
reporting infrastructure and a certification system for sustainable events as well as regulations for such.

Once those frameworks are in place, SSG is supposed to become an entity with definite executing and
auditing responsibilities on a daily basis. SSG will be also responsible for the annual sustainability report on
a level with the annual financial report produced by the Treasurer. This new role transforms the way the
SSG Board works. Thus, the extensive and extremely demanding workload shifts the educational and
inspirational responsibilities towards projects within SSG.
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Sustainability reporting has never been done before by any organization within the SASSE. That means the
work will be conducted from scratch, for example, from formulating reporting principles to collecting
first-hand data for measuring sustainability works. Already today, the workload is not comparable to the
workload of  other projects; instead, SSG’s workload resembles the workload of  a committee. In addition,
the process of  doing sustainability accounting requires an extensive amount of  constant contact and
communication with other projects, committees and organizations both within and outside the SASSE,
such as, collecting data for water usage and recycling work for each project. Besides, it may be difficult to
differentiate the border between the SASSE’s and the school’s footprint (for instance in terms of  for
instance energy consumption). That means, SSG will have to be in constant contact with the school to
gather relevant data. For such collaborations to be feasible, SSG needs to obtain a higher authority and
more strategic importance to be taken seriously by both external and internal parties. As sustainability issues
have grown more critical for every organization, especially in the EU, that entails new representational
responsibilities for SSG towards external partners in terms of  accounting.

Although, the major problem in implementing sustainability accounting at SASSE lies within the regulations
field. A credible sustainability accounting today requires following international standards and being audited
and verified externally. The most common and internationally accepted framework is GRI Standards.
According to this framework, sustainability accounting builds on two major groups of  principles that define
the quality and content. Since one of  the main purposes of  sustainability accounting is to reduce the
information asymmetry between an organisation and its stakeholders, the reporting part should ensure that
this asymmetry is also minimized internally. With respect to the current organisational structure of  SASSE,
this requirement implies that a credible sustainability report and accounting both for internal and external
parties can be performed only if  the reporting entity [SSG] has oversight on a daily basis both over
operations and operational decision making, e.g. is a part of  SASSE Board.

Voting and Decision Making

As a result of  the aforementioned new responsibilities, it is essential that SSG can be involved in the
operations of  the SASSE Board on a daily basis, in terms of  decision making and voting. Additionally, the
sustainability accounting requires real authority in order to be executed in an adequate way, further
indicating the need for, and justification of, being granted decision making power. Another important
purpose of  this development is that even though SSG does not independently determine SASSE´s
sustainability goals, the group is expected to oversee and keep track of  the progression of  the work towards
these goals, which again requires insight into, and the ability to influence, SASSE´s daily operations. What is
also important to acknowledge, is that SSG can serve as a constantly present voice and representative of  the
sustainability aspect in everything that the SASSE Board does, advocating for the sustainable interest and
assisting with ideas in this regard. Most big corporations and organizations assign the responsibility of
sustainability management to a certain department for this exact purpose. With regards to the scope of
SASSE´s operations it is only appropriate that they too assume responsibility in this way, by appointing SSG
with the task of  representing sustainability in decision making.
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Appendix 2. Summary of  Arguments

- Current structure of  SASSE Sustainability Group (SSG) is already committee-like
- SSG has grown immensely, now including many well known daughter projects of

considerable size and importance that are self-financed by SSG´s external sponsor
MISUM. The project's external and internal operations already are aligned with other
committees’ operations.

- The form of  an independent project failed to deliver the change
- Since its start, SSG has every year sent a list of  recommendations to SASSE about

improving its operations making them more sustainable. None of  these
recommendations have been implemented so far. This implies that the original form of
letting SSG to act as a supervising entity didn’t work out during the past three years and
it’s time to give this project the executive power to drive the change as an active actor in
SASSE’s operations.

- For SSG to be able to work with the sustainable development of  SASSE as an
organization, it is also crucial that SSG can be a part of  decision making.

- Members' Assembly is the only way to deliver the change within the upcoming 1,5 year.
- Due to legal restrictions by internal regulations as well as SASSE Board and Board of

Directors preferences, the only way to create a Sustainability Committee at SASSE this
year was to call for Members’ Assembly. Even if  it’s voted through by the SASSE
Council, it will only be possible for the first President of  the Sustainability Committee to
step in March 2023. It postpones the opportunity to meet 2030 goals even further since
SASSE’s performance hasn’t even been mapped yet.

- A strong signal to our stakeholders and external parties
- Creating a Sustainability Committee at SASSE will send a strong signal to association’s

stakeholders and other external parties showing that SSE students actually value and care
about sustainability. Especially if  it’s done through Members’ Assembly, instead of  doing
it behind the closed doors.

- The importance of  the purpose
- SSG represents an especially important purpose within SASSE, educating and inspiring

students in the topic of  sustainable development. A form of  committee will enable new
opportunities to take new operational and strategic responsibilities.

- New operational responsibilities need to meet prerequisites. Sustainability reporting
- In spring 2021 the SASSE Board assigned SSG with the responsibility of  conducting

sustainability accounting which is an operational responsibility that considerably
increases the workload and importance of  SSG.

- Since this has never before been done within SASSE, a whole new system needs to be
developed by SSG which is a highly complex task.

- A prerequisite for this is transparent insight for SSG into all the operations of  SASSE.
- Sustainability reporting is unfeasible unless the conversion from an independent project

to a committee is done.
- To conduct this work, SSG will also need to collaborate closely with the school which

requires more authority for the work to be taken seriously.
- As a result of  being given the task of  sustainability accounting, which overarches the

entire organization and requires work on a daily basis, SSG is highly affected by the
decisions taken by SASSE. Hence, it is adequate that SSG should be a part of  voting on
all decisions concerning the organization.

- Enormous role in the external representation of  SASSE
- SSG represents SASSE to SSE and MISUM, where the project already has decision

making power, as well as many other external actors (see appendix 6).
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Appendix 3. Structure of  SASSE Sustainability Group (SSG)

During the period of  October 2021 – May 2022, SSG will involve almost 40 people within the SSG Board, five
daughter projects and two other initiatives.

SSG Board 21/22 consists today of  six members:

● Kiryl Shantyka, SSG Project Leader 21/22
● Aidan Luke Catterall Byrne, Vice Project Leader
● Gunnel Sköld, External Relations Manager
● Shuanghao Tang, Sustainability Programme Manager
● Marcela Pinto, Communications Coordinator
● Isak Westelius, Projects coordinator.

In summary, SSG’s structure currently consists of  the following;

● SSG Board
○ Responsible for the management of  all listed daughter projects, sustainability accounting in SASSE

and engaging with external stakeholders (see appendix 6)
○ Responsible for the creation of  the events; Sustainable living (half  week with banquet, wine tasting

and lunch lecture) and Future of  Food (week with lectures, banquet)
○ SSG Board is responsible for SASSE Sustainability Fund which is the project's own way to

support student ideas that create sustainable impact.
● Strategic Group

○ A group of  two students that are working on creating sustainable frameworks for sustainable
events in SASSE. A plan to introduce and approve this framework in order to be able to certify
SASSE events with sustainability marks. It will enable project groups and companies voluntarily to
apply for this certification for their events.

● Focus CSR
○ A week long event consisting of  lunch lectures, design sprint and a sustainable company fair. The

oldest project within Sustainability at SASSE with well established company contacts. The contract
with one of  our Premium Partners for Focus CSR 2022 is already signed, before even the project
group is recruited.

● Sustainable Finance Club (SFC)
○ SFC strives to provide a platform to (1) educate students about the symbiosis of sustainability and

finance and to (2) build a bridge between purposeful investment companies and ambitious
students who are eager to make an impact within the finance industry.
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○ Recently, SASSE Sustainability Group (SSG) and Sustainable Finance Club committed to set up a
first Sweden-wide cross-institutional youth-managed sustainable investment fund on behalf  of
Arvsfonden, Arbetets Museum and their common project Pengar! in collaboration with
Swedbank, Ekobanken, SEI and several other institutions. At the initial stage, SSG and Sustainable
Finance Club were requested to evaluate different options for setting up such a fund and produce
a report outlining the different options.

○ Represent the SSG Board at the Investment Committee (having one vote), develop and administer
SSIF’s ESG guidelines with regards to positive screening into the stock analysis.

● Effective Altruism
○ Effective Altruism SASSE is a branch of  Effective Altruism Sweden and thus part of  Effective

Altruism Global. EA SASSE shows the highest engagement of  any student EA group in Sweden
and thus keeps very close contact with with EA Sweden who act as a think tank and an NGO who
support businesses willing to create an impact in the area of  Sustainability

○ The past year of  EA SASSE has seen an increase in members as well as closer connections with
EA Sweden as well as reaching out to EA KTH, EA Stockholm University and EA Chalmers.

○ EA events last year included a 2 month long career workshop with the head of  EA Sweden and a
weekend long hackathon with a 25000kr prize and a variety of  professionals acting as guidance.
Furthermore there was a blog which entailed information about climate accounting and related
topics.

● Sustainable Fashion Week
○ Week long event consisting of  a professional fashion show and lunch lectures. Last year’s show

was a huge success and became the biggest online event at SASSE as well as was recognized as
initiative of  the year. There were more than 1500 simultaneous viewers from more than 25
countries in the world.

● Sustainable Technology
○ New joint project in collaboration with the Tech Committee focused on teaching students about

technological innovations in sustainability.
● Sustainable Living (in collaboration with Sustainability Committee at CEMS Club)

○ This upcoming event is a collaboration between SSG and CEMS Club promoting simple steps
everyone can take towards more sustainable living.

● The Future of  Food
○ Last year’s collaboration with the Tech Committee is planning to grow further this year and we

will hopefully have a bigger on-site banquet than we could organize last year. All three lunch
lectures from this event were the most watched lectures since shifting all events on Zoom.
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Appendix 4. Purpose of  Sustainability Committee

President of  the Sustainability Committee
Purpose

The purpose of  the sustainability committee is to continuously promote and improve the sustainability work of  SASSE as an
organization, including all other committees and independent projects. The sustainability committee should also provide

inspiration and education on the topic of  sustainability.

Responsibilities

Strategic agenda setting and introduction of  sustainability angles to everything that SASSE does

Sustainability Accounting
Perform and continuously improve the sustainability accounting and reporting framework for
SASSE, with exact measurement, goals and reporting infrastructure.
Ensure SASSE is on track with its sustainability goals assigned by The Council through
accounting activities and following up the implementation of  those strategic goals.
Collect and process relevant data from all operations in SASSE for this purpose.
Conduct an annual sustainability report for The SASSE Council.

Certification System
Develop, update and maintain the certification system for sustainable events as well as regulations
for such.
Provide individual projects or specific events, concerning all projects in SASSE, with a
certification of  being a sustainable project or event, based on certain criteria.

Education, career and promotion for social and impactful business
Provide students with education on the topic of  sustainability from three sustainability
perspectives – economic, social and environmental.
Promote social entrepreneurship and impactful careers.
Create events and projects where students can learn about the importance of  conducting business
sustainably and how this can be achieved.
Give guidance and information about possible career paths for students interested in working
within this field.

Representation
Represent SASSE in sustainability related matters towards association’s stakeholders.
Ensure that sustainable interests are always represented in voting procedures of  SASSE.
Inspire students to assume and/or further develop their interest in sustainability, through
representation as a committee within SASSE
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Appendix 5. Changes in SASSE Regulations to be done

*suggested changes for the paragraphs are coloured in green*

Change 1. Statues. 3.5.2 §

The SASSE Board consists of:

 a) President of  SASSE (“KO”),
 b) Vice President of  SASSE (“VKO”),
 c) Treasurer (“Skattis”),
 d) President of  the Education Committee,
 e) President of  the Business Committee,
 f) President of  the Sports Committee,
 g) President of  the International Committee,
 h) President of  the Tech Committee,
 i) President of  the Media Committee,
 j) President of  the Entertainment Committee (“Clubmaster”),
 k) President of  the Social Committee
 l) President of  the Sustainability Committee

Change 2. Statues. 3.5.5 §

A committee accountable to the SASSE Board can either be operational or strategic.

Strategic committees include:

 a) the Business Committee (“NU”),
 b) the Education Committee (“UU”),

Operational committees include:

 a) the Sports Committee (“IdU”),
 b) the International Committee (“IntU”),
 c) the Tech Committee (“TechU”),
 d) the Media Committee (“MedU”),
 e) the Entertainment Committee (“PU”),
 f) the Social Committee (“SU”).
 g) the Sustainability Committee (“HålU”).

The ongoing work of  the committees is specified in SASSE’s Post Descriptions.

Change 3. Statues. 4.2 §

The elected officials of  SASSE consists of:

a) SASSE Council

 i) Chair of  the SASSE Council
 ii) Four (4) Members of  the Board of  Directors
 iii) Eight (8) Ordinary Members of  the SASSE Council
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b) SASSE Board

 i) President of  SASSE
 ii) Vice President of  SASSE
 iii) Treasurer of  SASSE
 iv) President of  the Education Committee
 v) President of  the Business Committee
 vi) President of  the Sports Committee
 vii) President of  the International Committee
 viii) President of  the Tech Committee
 ix) President of  the Media Committee
 x) President of  the Entertainment Committee
 xi) President of  the Social Committee
 xii) President of  the Sustainability Committee

c) Auditors

i) Two (2) Internal Auditors

Change 4. Election Regulations. 2.3 § – P OSITIONS THAT REQUIRE
QUESTIONING

The following positions in the Student Association require some form of  questioning, interviewing, debate or similar
process to determine different candidates’ ability and suitability for the position they are candidating for:

Fall Elections

1. The President of  the Student Association
2. The Vice President of  the Student Association
3. The Treasurer of  the Student Association
4. The President of  the Education Committee
5. The President of  the Business Committee
6. The President of  the Sports Committee
7. The President of  the International Committee
8. The President of  the Entertainment Committee
9. The President of  the Media Committee
10. The President of  the Tech Committee
11. The President of  the Social Committee
12. The President of  the Sustainability Committee

Spring Elections

1. Board of  Directors
2. Chair of  the SASSE Council

Other positions in the Student Association may also be subject to this process, but it is not required.

The choice of  who should be interviewed, questioned, part of  a debate or similar activity lies with the Election
Committee.
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Appendix 6. Current External Engagements of  SSG (both within SASSE and
outside it)

● Mistra Centre for Sustainable Markets (Misum) and Misum Board
○ The Project Leader of  SSG is also a board member at Misum and takes active part in strategic

development of  the organization (approving budgets, setting agenda, designing and clarifying
policies, etc.).

○ In addition to being part of  the Misum Board, SSG also collaborates with Misum, their researchers
on a daily basis in the majority of  project’s activities. Both have events or initiatives we collaborate
on (Misum Annual Forum, Global Health Night).

● Mistra (  The Swedish foundation for strategic environmental research)
○ Mistra is an indirect funder for SSG and is a common stakeholder for SSG and Misum. SSG uses

Mistra principles for accounting, reporting and impact evaluation for its engagements. Currently,
SSG is negotiating with Mistra about upcoming collaborations.

● Board of  Stockholm Student Investment Fund (SSIF)
○ A representative from the SSG at the Investment Committee has one vote as well as is responsible

for developing and administering SSIF’s ESG guidelines with regards to positive screening into the
stock analysis.

● Sustainable SSE Group (SSSE Group)
○ Supervision, student interest representation, facilitating implementation of  new sustainability

strategies within education and SSE’s operations. Due to efforts from Misum, SSG also got a
voting right as well as a more active role in decision making.

● Effective Altruism Sweden
○ Effective Altruism SASSE is part of  Effective Altruism Sweden’s student branch with the highest

engagement across all of  Sweden. The group works with Effective Altruism’s global community in
order to teach students the significance of  impact in their career and life decisions through
workshops, events and hackathons. Though revived in SASSE during 2020, the project appears to
be growing exponentially in the Effective Altruism global community, with potential to help in a
proposed European wide hackathon based off  of  the hackathon created this year in May 2021.

● Project Pengar! – project by Arvsfonden and Arbetets Museum in collaboration with Swedbank,
Ekobanken, Fältbiologerna, Teater K, Sensus studieförbund, KKV, SEI, Assyriska FF, Hupax och Adda
Livet/Stiftelsen Jiddra inte.

○ We are entitled to perform an investigation on creating a first Youth-managed Sustainable
Investment Fund in Sweden in collaboration with Swedbank. The fund is expected to operate on
the national level and even act as a project aimed towards improving financial literacy among
youth. The investigation is performed by SSG Board Members and Sustainable Finance Club.

● Global Health Night
○ Global Health Night is a dynamic and interactive event, dedicated to Global Health, through the

collaborative effort of  students from various organisations! SSG became a part of  this project by
Karolinska Institute last year together with Misum as well as will participate in this year’s edition.

● Handelsdagarna
○ SSG is currently working on the framework for creating the first climate neutral Handelsdagarna

Fair. Although, this collaboration is yet to be approved by the HD Board and its Project Groups.
● SSE Student for Climate Action (SSCA)

○ A project we collaborate with on the question of  climate action. Currently, we work closely on
policy and education though a huge project we started together with Misum.

● Equality Group
○ SSG and Equality Group have an ambition to unite resources to enable equality at SASSE and

deliver even better events together in future. Currently, we are discussing creating common
internal and external events to create a common culture of  collaboration between these two
projects. Especially SSG is looking forward to combining projects’ resources for Equality Week
2022.

● Tech Committee at Student Association at Stockholm School of  Economics
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○ This fall SSG and the Tech Committee started a new common initiative called Sustainable
technology which is the very first collaborative permanent project in SASSE.

● Sustainable Committee at CEMS Club
○ The Sustainable Living Half  Week in November is planned to be a collaboration between these

two projects.
● Norrsken Foundation

○ SSG is a part of  Norrskens internal network of  impact organisations and is always invited to all its
events (Talent Day (August 2021), Impact Talks etc.)

● Spotify, Investor, JM, AP2, AP4 etc.
○ We are currently working together on creating a video series towards teachers at SSE and other

universities about current sustainability integration in education. A common project with Misum
and PRME Director at SSE.

● SEB
○ SEB is SSG’s confirmed premium partner for the Focus CSR 2022. Once recruited, the project

group will concentrate on designing a unique company event with SEB that will concentrate on a
combination of  Sustainable Finance, Banking and impact careers.

● FF Profilreklam AB
○ We are currently negotiating a new workwear, merchandise and printables agreement with Axel

Eklund Bona, Vice President of  SASSE, to make this part of  SASSEs operations more
economically, socially and environmentally sustainable.

● Accenture and SSE Business Lab
○ Confirmed partners for Effective Altruism Hackathon 2022. Agreement yet to be signed.

● Sopköket
○ A partner for SSG’s events like Sustainable Food Crawn, SxT: The Future of  Food 2021 and The

Future of  Food Banquet 2022
● SSG will possibly become a founder of  a network of  student initiatives within sustainability at some of  the

European Business schools in partnership with CIVICA.
● SSG is currently in a process of  negotiations with theSwedish Institute for Global Health

Transformation (SIGHT) Student network about becoming a part of  their network.
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